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INTEGRATE WITH ITG AND START SAVING

Minutes of set up. Hours of time savings.
WORK
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Integration Saves Time and Money
A CargoWise E2E integration lets your team focus on the big picture

YOU

ITG

CargoWise
MILESTONES

instead of tracking the details of first/last mile moves. Follow-up and
data entry are handled by ITG and updates are shared automatically.
Streamlined communication, error reduction, and less busywork mean your

PODs

team can handle more shipments with greater profitability.

Integration is Easy
The word “integration” sounds like a big time-consuming IT project. Don’t

Integration Benefits
Order Acknowledgment
Place orders directly in CargoWise. No more waiting to hear back on whether
an order has been received. You’ll be notified instantly and we’ll get to work.
Shipment Status
If we know it, you’ll know it. Automatic updates to milestones eliminates the
need for calls and emails asking for updates on shipments in progress. Shared
data between our systems eliminates the need for repeated data entry and
reduces the likelihood of errors. Tracking milestones has never been easier.
Proof of Delivery

worry, it’s not. Typically, an integration with ITG can be set up in less than
an hour and requires no involvment from CargoWise or WiseTech Global.
The savings provided by the integration will recoup that time in the first few
days alone.

We Can Help with Your Integration
We can supply detailed instructions on how to configure your CargoWise
system for integration. Even better, with a 30-minute screen share meeting,
we can walk you through the process and have you up and running.

Start Your Integration Today
For more information or for help with your integration, contact us today:

Chasing down carriers is a hassle you don’t need. We do that legwork and the

David Duke

PODs are added electronically to your company’s eDocs.

David.Duke@itgtrans.com
(630) 810.4324
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ITG Chicago
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ITG Las Vegas
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For more information or to start a new integration, please contact David.Duke@itgtrans.com

